Algo TD EA
●

EA is attached on this email. Please Find the attachment Down below alone with
the custom modified TDI indicator

●

●

Place the TDI indicator on the Indicator Folder
● Place the Algo TD EA on expert Folder
● Run the EA on 30 minute chart
● Do not use the EA on GBP pairs
On EA settings TDI indicator time frame also need to be same as the time frame
you are running
● Recommend Time frame is 30 minute

EA is using Custom Develop TDI indicator and EA use special algorithm to confirm the TDI correct
movement along with the price action. and then trigger then entry . and If the target price hit. EA
start again when there is correct signal occur. You need to add many pairs minimum 15 pairs(Do
not use GBP pairs) to get trade every day. because EA running on the 30 minute chart with single
pair you cannot have many trade same day.
If the trade didn't trigger the take profit and go against EA recovery algorithm will be activated .
and make the necessary adjustment to recover the trade with good profit. some times there will be
grid activated and EA will adjust the Take profit accordingly.
You need to place the TDI indicator on the indicator folder but do not need to add that to chart. EA
can read the indicator and print the numbers on the top left corner of the chart
Impotent part is money - management . First stick to 0.01 or 0.02 with 1000$ account . and let the
EA do its work

Recommend Pair List
AUDUSD - EURUSD - USDCAD - USDJPY - USDCHF - AUDCAD - AUDCHF AUDJPY - CADCHF - CADJPY - CHFJPY - EURAUD - EURCHF - EURCAD- EURJPY
- EURNZD - NZDCAD - NZDCHF - NZDJPY - NZDUSD
30 MINUTE TIMEFRAME 
If Anytthing contact here on : branddropshippers@gmail.com

